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SOCIOLOGY   ( M ) : 2010                

  TEST (4)    

 
 

 
 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 
 

Answer must be written in the medium specified in the 
Admission Certificate issued you, which must be state 
clearly on the cover of the answer book in the space 
provided for the purpose . No Marks will be given for the 
answers written in a medium other than that specific in the 
Admission Certificate. 
 
Candidates should attempt Question 1& 5 which are 
compulsory, and any three of the remaining questions, 
selecting at least one from the each section. 
 
All questions carry equal marks. 
 
Parts of the same question must be answered together and 
must not be interposed between answers to other questions. 
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SECTION A 
 

1. Write short notes on any three of the following (each note 

should not exceed 200 words)                                          20×3=60                       

(a) Village studies in India 

(b) SNDP Movement 

(c) Dialectical-Historical Approach to study Indian  Society. 

(d) Pollution & Purity. 

 

2-(a) Comment on Indo-logical perspective on the study of India 

Society.                                             30 

2. (b) Discuss the causes of failure of Land Reform Policy in 

India.                                             30 

 

3- (a) Critically analyse Andre Beteille’s Perspective on Caste 

System.                                            30 

3. (b) “Westernisation is not about fads or blue jeans or BMWs 

or discotheques. It is possible to be thoroughly westernized 

without even wearing jeans or turning into MTV.” Comment.

                                                                                         30 

 

 

 

 

4-(a) “The single most important feature of Hindu System of 

Stratification is the existence of profound mutual 

repulsion among Castes that is ‘fed’ on the notion of 

difference.”                                 30 

4. (b) Discuss the different forms & features of Untouchability in 

India.                                             30 

 

                                                                                                         

SECTION B 
 
5. Write short notes on any three of the following (each note 

should not exceed 200 words)                                         20×3=60   

            (a) Tribes as Backward Hindu 

 (b) Book view & Field view. 

 (c) Sanskritization. 

 (d) Jagirdari & Zamindari System. 

 

6. “Throughout the vast area of Tribal India, the last 

hundred years represent a melancholy history of 

encroachment, alienation and exploitation.” Comment.

                      60 
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7. “Caste Stands for inequality in theory and practice both, 

but it is not simply in opposite to equality. The inequality 

of the caste system is a special type of inequality.” 

Comment.       60 

 

8. (a) Critically comment on G.S. Ghurye’s Perspective on 

Caste.                              30 

8.     (b) Write a note on ‘Protests and Movements during 

colonial period.                 30 

                                                                                           


